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ARCHITECTURAL HOME

This grand Garden Route mansion lords over the wild, 
rocky coastline yet is a welcoming family home

ROCK STAR
Text Leigh Robertson Production Sven Alberding Photographs Jac de Villiers
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THIS PAGE The double-volume sandstone-and-glass home near George lends itself 
to indoor–outdoor living, with its vast glass-panelled doors folding away to create a 

continuous space. OPPOSITE Describing it as ‘our interpretation of the inside of a New York 
apartment’, designers Julian and Trevyn McGowan applied their meticulous eye for detail to 

the home’s interior, from the oak parquet flooring to the striking white-painted Georgian-
style panelling throughout – an exciting juxtaposition with the modern architecture.
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here are coastal houses that evoke the laid-back beachiness of their 
surrounds, decked out in driftwood, bleached blues and nautical stripes. 
They sing of the sea and invite the sort of carefree, barefoot living the 

land-locked among us can only fantasise about. Then there’s the luminous, 
pearly-pale sandstone-and-glass home that hugs the hillside on the rocky 
coastline near George. With its strong, clean lines and imposing, almost 
monumental, scale, it’s a stand-out home among the ‘coastal contemporary’ 
vernacular of the ruggedly beautiful golf estate that is Oubaai. Step inside and 
it’s a study of modern sophistication and glamour, all white, gold, charcoal 
and gleaming wood, its custom-made furnishings and pieces by local artists 
displaying extraordinary design savvy. Yet it’s the ultimate beach house, the 
dreamy-blue ocean the focal point within.

For its South African owners, back home after 12 years on ‘temporary 
assignment’ in London, the house represents everything they had wished 
for. Having sold their holiday house in Stilbaai in preparation for their return, 
they had been on the lookout for ‘something that could work as a house close 
to the beach, but that also had all the facilities of a non-beach house’. ‘We 
wanted a warm and welcoming environment with lots of space for our two 
small children to explore and play in,’ says the owner. When the only double 
plot at Oubaai, bordered by an Ernie Els-designed golf course, a nature reserve 
and the warm Indian Ocean, came onto the market, it was ‘a no-brainer’. 

What was more difficult was having their new home designed and built from 
afar. Three architects were consulted before the owners met interior-design 
couple Julian and Trevyn McGowan, whose showstopper Wilderness home 
they had admired in House and Leisure (Jan/ Feb 2007). Trevyn’s company, 
Source, has significantly helped to catapult SA design into the international 
spotlight, while husband Julian is a former London-based theatre designer 
with an architectural knack and eye for detail. Having successfully designed 
their own home together, it seemed logical to take on a similar project, this 
time collaborating with Wilderness-based architect Eddie da Silva.

Being passionate about contemporary design, the owners wanted the 
house to have ‘functional and aesthetic appeal, but also be homely and fun 

T
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THIS PAGE, ABOVE The kitchen is the heart of the house. ‘It has a nice 
flow from the pool, living room and the patio with the view beyond,’ 
says the owner. The kitchen table is from Koop, the Nguni dining chairs 
are by John Vogel and the glass table is from Tonic. The two-seater 
armchairs were designed by Trevyn, ‘so that a parent and child might 
sit together and read’. The yellow cushions are by Jenny Gifford. 
RIGHT The downstairs guest bedroom faces the garappa deck and has 
wonderful views of the sea. The bed with its velvet headboard was 
designed and manufactured by Trevyn. OPPOSITE In the courtyard and 
entertainment area the windows ensure there’s a constant connection 
to the outdoors. The Missoni lounger and ottomans are from The 
Modern Garden Company. BOTTOM A row of tree trunks creates 
a textured screen between the entrance and the living areas. The 
millstone and table are both from Amatuli Fine Art.

to be in’. With Source handling the entire process, from the design to the 
contracting and manufacturing of bespoke pieces, it was essential for Trevyn 
and Julian to spend time with the owners in their London home, ‘seeing how 
they lived and getting an idea of the sorts of pieces they love’.

The house needed to be contemporary without being overly minimalist, 
and to reflect the modern and more classic tastes of the owner and his wife 
respectively, creating what Trevyn describes as a rather agreeable ‘sense of 
dialogue’. ‘The real pleasure of building your own home is that you get to have 
it exactly as you want it to be,’ she says. 

A feature of the house is its double-volume space, the views maximised 
by floor-to-ceiling glass. ‘Integral to the design is how the main living areas are 
joined with the upper level where the children are,’ explains Trevyn. ‘There’s a 
sense of the family always being connected, wherever you are in the house.’ 

On weekends, after a round of golf, the family might fold open the glass 
doors to form a continuous inside–outside space, with the kids in the solar-
heated pool and the gas braai taking care of lunch. The afternoon might call for a 
wander down to the shore, or it might simply be spent on a couch, gazing into 
the blue beyond. As the owner says, ‘It doesn’t get much better than this.’ 

ARCHITECTURAL HOME
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The open-plan formal lounge 
and dining area has spectacular 

views – through specially 
reinforced glass walls – of the 

sea beyond. The statement-
making chandelier is from La 
Basse-Cour. The dining table 

in the foreground is by Gregor 
Jenkin, and the dining chairs 
with William Yeoward fabric 
are from Wunders. The sofas 

and armchairs were designed 
and manufactured by Julian 
and Trevyn. Julian designed 

the glass-topped coffee table, 
which was made by Bronze 

Age. On the mantelpiece are 
ceramics by Martine Jackson 

and a head by Ceramic Matters.
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THIS PAGE, LEFT In the main bathroom the mirrors are from 
Delos. For similar sheepskin rugs try Woodhead’s. BELOW 
‘We love the peaceful feel of our bedroom,’ say the owners. 
‘We wake to a beautiful sunrise that fills the room with light.’ 
OPPOSITE The deep-buttoned white leather bed and the 
ottoman in the master bedroom were designed by Trevyn 
and Julian. The cushions and throw are by Jenny Gifford.  
The monogrammed bed linen was made by Ginger Cat. 
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THE OWNERS’ HOME TRUTHS
The Garden Route has a special appeal for us and we 
encourage all of our London friends to visit this area – they 
always return for more! We were particularly attracted 
to George because of the proximity to the airport, the 
stunning scenery, great access to sailing from Knysna 
and Mossel Bay, superb golf courses and in-land lakes. 
The people of South Africa are its best-kept secret – it’s 
impossible not to feel welcome and at home here. As a 
family, we look forward to reconnecting with nature. 
Although we have loved living in the city, we wanted to 
give our children the opportunity to appreciate nature, the 
way we learnt to. Some of our favourite designers are 
Jonathan Ive for his ability to match form and function, 
and Philippe Starck – his honesty about rubbish design is 
refreshing. Honesty and integrity in design are incredibly 
important to us. SA design is leading the world in many 
ways at the moment – and SA designers have access to 
a world market that is tired of the same stuff. The most 
exciting part of the house is probably the part you don’t 
see – all the solar equipment is hidden from view and it  
has integral central heating that leaves no carbon footprint.

THE OWNERS’ BLACK BOOK
AMATULI FINE ART (millstone and table) 011-440-5065 BRONZE 
AGE (coffee table) 021-786-1816, bronzeageart.com CERAMIC 
MATTERS (ceramics) 011-447-9688 DELOS (bathroom mirrors) 
021-422-0334 EDDIE DA SILVA & ASSOCIATES (architect) 
082-895-2760, eddiedasilva.co.za EMMA JAYNE (curtaining) 
044-382-4662 FMMJ TILERS (tiling) 084-517-0540 GINGER CAT 
(bespoke bed linen) 011-404-1404 GREGOR JENKIN STUDIO 
(dining table) 011-614-5313, gregorjenkin.com JENNY GIFFORD 
STUDIO (cushions) 011-726-8881 KOOP DESIGN (kitchen table) 
031-303-3922, koopdesign.co.za LA BASSE-COUR (chandelier) 
011-482-2707, bassecour.co.za PROCRAFT (carpentry, flooring 
and decking) 044-878-1463 SOLIEN (green power and water) 
044-877-1733 STYLES (limestone and sandstone supply) 
044-871-3222 STRYDOM GALLERY (art) 044-874-4027 THE 
MODERN GARDEN COMPANY (Missoni lounger and ottomans) 
021-434-0611, moderngarden.co.za TREVYN AND JULIAN 
MCGOWAN (interior design) 044-877-0719, source-sa.com  
VJ SCHNETLER OF JOVALCOR (building contractor) 044- 
272-4567, jovalcor.co.za VOGEL LIVING DESIGN (Nguni chairs) 
021-712-8873, vogeldesign.co.za WEST CAPE GLASS (specialist 
glazing) 044-695-4224 WOODHEAD’S (sheepskin throw) 021-
461-7185, 031-709-3408, woodheads.co.za WUNDERS (dining 
chairs) 021-447-5233, wunders.co.za


